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Abstract
Exact solutions of partial differential equation models describing the transport and
decay of single and coupled multispecies problems can provide insight into the fate
and transport of solutes in saturated aquifers. Most previous analytical solutions
are based on integral transform techniques, meaning that the initial condition is
restricted in the sense that the choice of initial condition has an important impact
on whether or not the inverse transform can be calculated exactly. In this work we
describe and implement a technique that produces exact solutions for single and
multispecies reactive transport problems with more general, smooth initial condi-
tions. We achieve this by using a different method to invert a Laplace transform
which produces a power series solution. To demonstrate the utility of this technique,
we apply it to two example problems with initial conditions that cannot be solved
exactly using traditional transform techniques.
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1 Introduction1
Mathematical models describing the transport and reaction of dissolved so-2
lutes in saturated porous media can play an important role in informing our3
understanding of contaminant fate and transport processes [1,9,20,29,33]. For4
some modelling projects, it is relevant to implement a detailed numerical5
model that can account for multidimensional, multispecies, nonlinear reac-6
tive transport processes [4,6,17,32]. In other cases, where insufficient data or7
finances are available to support the use of a detailed numerical model, a sim-8
pler approach, based on an analytical solution of a linear partial differential9
equation (pde) model, could be more relevant [6,12].10
Several previous researchers have sought to develop exact solutions to systems11
of coupled linear advection diffusion reaction equations with decay-chain reac-12
tion process. In 1971, Cho [3] presented an exact solution of a one-dimensional13
model representing the reactive transport of a system with three components14
describing nitrification processes. Van Genuchten [26–28] derived similar ex-15
act solutions for decay-chain processes with more complicated inlet boundary16
conditions and for a system that made an explicit distinction between mobile17
and immobile species [26–28]. All of these studies were based on solving the18
governing pde using a Laplace transform technique which meant that the ap-19
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proach was only relevant for relatively simple initial conditions. Both Cho [3]20
and van Genuchten [26–28] focused on problems where the domain was initially21
free of solutes. Building on these previous investigations, Lunn [15] presented22
exact solutions of the system studied by Cho [3] using a Fourier transform23
method. This approach allowed Lunn to solve the system for more compli-24
cated initial conditions including a constant non-zero initial condition, and an25
exponentially decaying initial condition.26
Further developments of exact or semianalytical solutions of coupled linear ad-27
vection diffusion reaction equations with decay–chain reaction networks have28
also been reported. These include extensions to any number of species in the29
reaction network [5], the presence of distinct equilibrium reactions represented30
by different retardation factors [22,23] as well as dealing with reactive trans-31
port processes in two– and three–dimensions [12,25,31]. Approaches based on32
Green’s functions [13] have also been used successfully to analyze two– and33
three–dimensional transport problems with persistent source terms [14]. More34
recent developments have included semianalytical solutions for mathematical35
models where the transport coefficients are spatially variable [24]. Regardless36
of these developments, we note that previously–reported solution methods37
based on an integral transform technique are restricted in the sense that they38
require a relatively simple initial condition to permit the exact calculation39
of the inverse transform. For example, van Genuchten [26,28] considered a40
solute–free initial condition; Lunn [15] considered either a spatially constant41
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or exponentially decaying initial condition; and Srinivasan [22,23] focused on42
an exponentially decaying initial condition. One of the limitations of these43
previous methods is that they cannot be applied to other kinds of initial con-44
ditions. If, for example, we wished to study the reactive transport of a system45
with some initial distribution of solute that is neither spatially uniform or de-46
caying exponentially with position, it is impossible to use any of these previous47
methods to provide an exact solution. These restrictions motivated the recent48
work by Wang [30] who proposed an approximate superposition method to49
solve reactive transport pdes with nonzero initial conditions. While this re-50
cent work did not provide any exact solutions to the governing pde model,51
they did provide insight into conditions where their approximation provided52
useful information [30].53
In this work we describe and implement a method that provides an exact54
power series solution for linear reactive transport problems for more general55
initial conditions. Our method involves a different way of calculating an in-56
verse Laplace transform and this allows us to consider more general, smooth,57
non-zero initial conditions, such as nonmonotone functions, which have not58
been dealt with previously in an exact mathematical framework. In addition59
to presenting the theoretical aspects of our approach, we also present two ex-60
ample calculations. The first example calculation is for a single species reactive61
transport model where we consider a nonmonotone initial condition for which62
traditional transform inversion techniques are not applicable. Second, we con-63
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sider a coupled problem where again we chose a nonmonotone initial condition64
which means that traditional exact inverse transform techniques are not ap-65
plicable. For both cases we compare our truncated power series solutions with66
numerical calculations to confirm that the proposed method produces accurate67
results. We conclude by pointing out how our method can be implemented in a68
very straightforward way using symbolic software and we provide Maple code69
as supplementary material.70
2 Theory71
To demonstrate our approach, we first outline how our method allows us to72
recover a simple function from its Laplace transform without the use of math-73
ematical tables or calculating the inverse transform numerically (e.g., [8]). We74
begin by considering some function f(t), and the Laplace transform of that75
function, which can be written as76
L{f(t)} =
∫
∞
0
f(t)e−st dt, (1)
where s is the Laplace transform parameter chosen such that the improper in-77
tegral converges [2,7,13,34]. For suitable choices of f(t), such that lim
t→∞
[
dnf(t)
dtn
e−st
]
= 078
for all n, repeated application of integration by parts to Equation (1) gives us79
L{f(t)} =
1
s
[
f(0) +
1
s
df(0)
dt
+
1
s2
d2f(0)
dt2
+
1
s3
d3f(0)
dt3
+ . . .
]
. (2)
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Equation (2) leads to the initial value theorem [2,7,11]80
lim
s→∞
[sL{f(t)}] = f(0), (3)
allowing us to calculate the initial value of the function, f(0), directly from81
L{f(t)} without needing to explicitly invert the Laplace transform. We may82
extend the initial value theorem by making a change of variables, let g(t) =83
dnf(t)
dtn
, so that we have lim
s→∞
[sL{g(t)}] = g(0). Re-stating this result in terms84
of the original variables gives us85
lim
s→∞
[
sL
{
dnf(t)
dtn
}]
=
dnf(0)
dtn
, (4)
which means that if we know the Laplace transform of the nth derivative of a86
function, we can evaluate the nth derivative of that function at t = 0 without87
explicitly inverting the transform. Since we know that the Laplace transform88
of the nth derivative of a function is given by [2,7,13,34],89
L
{
dnf(t)
dtn
}
= snL{f(t)} −
n∑
k=1
dk−1f(0)
dtk−1
sn−k, (5)
we can re-express Equation (4) as90
dnf(0)
dtn
= lim
s→∞
[
sn+1L{f(t)} − s
n∑
k=1
dk−1f(0)
dtk−1
sn−k
]
, (6)
which means that given L{f(t)}, we can calculate all the derivatives of f(t)91
at t = 0. With this information we may then construct a Maclaurin series92
f(t) =
∞∑
i=0
dif(0)
dti
ti
i!
. (7)
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Therefore, for a particular function f(t), for which we can calculate the Laplace93
transform, L{f(t)}, we may reconstruct the function using Equation (6) and94
Equation (7). The reconstruction of f(t) does not depend on calculating the95
inverse transform. For the practical implementation of the Maclaurin series96
representation of f(t), we must truncate Equation (7) after I terms. We will97
show, by example, that it is often straightforward to obtain reasonably accu-98
rate solutions with a relatively modest value of I.99
To demonstrate how we might make use of this result, let us consider the100
straightforward case of f(t) = eat, for which the Laplace transform is L{f(t)} =101
1/(s− a), with s > a [13,34]. Using Equation (6) we rapidly see that we have102
df
dt
(0) = a,
d2f
dt2
(0) = a2,
d3f
dt3
(0) = a3,
d4f
dt4
(0) = a4, . . . (8)
which, using Equation (7), allows us to reconstruct the well-known Maclaurin103
series for the exponential function104
eat = 1 + at +
(at)2
2!
+
(at)3
3!
+
(at)4
4!
+ . . . . (9)
In summary, Equation (6) gives us an alternative method for inverting a105
Laplace transform. Instead of using mathematical tables [13,34] or numeri-106
cal inversion [8], if we have an explicit formula for L{f(t)}, even without any107
knowledge of f(t), we can recover the Maclaurin series representation of f(t)108
without difficulty, provided that the function is sufficiently smooth. We note109
that power series solutions have been used previously to study several practical110
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problems of interest in subsurface hydrology [18,19], chemical engineering [10]111
and bioengineering [21]. Although we aim to demonstrate the usefulness of112
our approach, it is also relevant to point out the conditions under which our113
approach is invalid. Since we rely on representing the function of interest as114
a Maclaurin series, we are making an implicit assumption that the solution115
that we seek is smooth. This means that some problems involving nonsmooth116
initial conditions, such as a Heaviside function, can not be studied using our117
approach.118
Before we apply our method to study the solution of pde models of a reactive119
transport process, we will first discuss some differences between our approach120
and the results described in the previous study by Massouros and Genin [16]121
who also described a method for obtaining a power series representation of f(t)122
from L{f(t)}. Massouros and Genin’s work follows the same approach as ours123
except they make a substitution, t = 1/s, in Equation (2) before introducing124
an iterative algorithm to find the coefficients of a power series representation of125
f(t) [16]. There are three main differences between our work and this previous126
study. First, Massouros and Genin did not apply their technique to solve127
any kind of pde model. Second, our approach does not require any iterative128
technique to find the coefficients in the power series solution. Third, Massouros129
and Genin’s technique is limited in the sense that they make the substitution130
t = 1/s, where s is the Laplace transform parameter. We recall that the value131
of s is typically restricted such that the improper integral definition of the132
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Laplace transform converges. This restriction on the value of s implies that133
Massouros and Genin’s results involve a restriction on the value of t owing to134
the substitution s = 1/t. Our approach does not involve this restriction.135
3 Application to single species reactive transport models136
We now discuss how to apply Equation (6) to a linear pde model describing137
single species reactive transport, given by138
∂C
∂t
= D
∂2C
∂x2
− v
∂C
∂x
− kC, 0 < x <∞, t > 0,
C(x, 0) = h(x), C(0, t) = h(0), lim
x→∞
C(x, t) = 0, (10)
where C(x, t) is the concentration of the solute, x is the spatial coordinate, t is139
time, D is the diffusivity, v is the advective velocity, k is the decay coefficient140
and h(x) is the initial distribution of the solute. As we described in Section141
1, previous attempts to solve Equation (10) using transform techniques have142
been limited to relatively simple choices of h(x) such as constant (h(x) = H ,143
H > 0) or exponential decaying initial conditions (h(x) = e−ax, a > 0). We144
will now illustrate that Equation (6) allows us to construct exact analytical145
solutions for different choices of h(x). To proceed, we can calculate the Laplace146
transform of Equation (10) to arrive at147
D
d2F
dx2
− v
dF
dx
− (k + s)F = −h(x), 0 < x <∞,
F (0; s) =
h(0)
s
, lim
x→∞
F (x; s) = 0, (11)
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where F (x; s) = L{C(x, t)}. The solution of this ordinary differential equation148
will depend on the form of the initial condition, h(x). Therefore, to make149
progress at this stage we will consider h(x) = axe−bx, with a > 0 and b > 0,150
which is a nonmonotone function of position with a turning point at x =
1
b
.151
This kind of initial condition could be used to represent the presence of a152
pre-existing plume of C(x, t) within the domain. With this choice of initial153
condition, Equation (11) can be solved by summing the homogeneous and154
particular solutions [13,34] to give155
F (x; s) =
a(v + 2Db)
(φ− s)2
(
emx − e−bx
)
−
axe−bx
φ− s
, (12)
where m = [v −
√
v2 + 4D(s+ k)]/2D, k + s > 0 and φ = Db2 + vb − k. At156
this stage, a traditional approach to solving this problem [1,3,26,28] would be157
to calculate the inverse Laplace transform of Equation (12) to find an exact158
expression for C(x, t), C(x, t) = L−1{F (x; s)}. For this problem, however, the159
inverse transform of Equation (12) cannot be obtained using mathematical160
tables. Furthermore, the symbolic software package Maple could likewise not161
calculate an exact expression for the inverse Laplace transform. Therefore, a162
different approach is required.163
To make progress, we can combine our expression for F (x; s) with Equation164
(6) and Equation (7) to calculate a power series expression for the solution165
C(x, t). While the algebra for this procedure is more detailed than the example166
presented in Section 2, the process of obtaining the power series solution is the167
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same. Furthermore, we present a Maple worksheet as supplementary material168
to illustrate how the process of calculating the terms in the power series can169
be automated. The first few terms in this power series are given by170
C(x, t) = axe−bx + a(Db2x+ vbx− kx− 2Db− v)e−bxt
+ aφ(Db2x+ vbx− kx− 4Db− 2v)e−bx
t2
2!
+ aφ2(Db2x+ vbx− kx− 6Db− 3v)e−bx
t3
3!
+O(t4). (13)
A more finely truncated power series, up to O(t10), is given in the supplemen-171
tary material.172
We compare how the truncated power series solution performs for this problem173
by comparing it with a numerical solution of Equation (10) in Figure 1. The174
numerical solution is obtained on the finite domain, 0 < x < L, with L chosen175
to be sufficiently large that the finite domain did not influence the numerical176
solution on the time scale considered. The numerical solution is obtained by177
uniformly discretizing the spatial domain with step length δx, and we use a178
standard central difference to approximate the spatial derivative terms on the179
right of Equation (10). The resulting system of coupled ordinary differential180
equations are solved using implicit Euler time stepping with a constant time181
step of duration δt. The resulting tridiagonal linear systems of equations are182
solved using the Thomas algorithm [29,33].183
Figure 1 about here184
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A comparison between the power series solution and the numerical solution is185
given in Figure 1(a)–(b) for a problem which is dominated by the decay term186
in the mathematical model. The power series solution compares very well with187
the numerical solution, and at this scale it is impossible to visually distinguish188
between the two solutions. A second comparison is given in Figure 1(c)–(d)189
for a conservative tracer where the advective transport term dominates the190
diffusive transport term. The influence of the advective transport is evident191
in the C(x, t) profiles which translate in the positive x direction as time in-192
creases. A third comparison in Figure 1(e)–(f) is given for advection dominant193
transport with some decay, and again we see that the power series solution194
compares very well with the numerical calculation.195
We conclude this section with a few general comments about our approach196
for solving Equation (10). Our power series solution, given by Equation (13),197
is very simple to implement since we have an explicit algebraic formula for198
C(x, t) which we can easily re-evaluate for different choices of D, v, k, a or199
b to explore the sensitivity of the solution to these parameter values. Fur-200
thermore, although we have chosen to present our solution technique for the201
initial condition h(x) = axe−bx, we would like to point out that our general202
approach is also valid for other choices of h(x) provided that the initial condi-203
tion is smooth and that we can solve Equation (11) to give an explicit solution204
for F (x; s).205
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4 Application to multispecies reactive transport models206
We now discuss how to apply Equation (6) to a system of coupled pdes, given207
by208
R
∂C1
∂t
= D
∂2C1
∂x2
− v
∂C1
∂x
− k1C1, 0 < x <∞, t > 0,
C1(x, 0) = h1(x), C1(0, t) = h1(0), lim
x→∞
C1(x, t) = 0,
∂C2
∂t
= D
∂2C2
∂x2
− v
∂C2
∂x
+ k1C1 − k2C2, 0 < x <∞, t > 0,
C2(x, 0) = h2(x), C2(0, t) = h2(0), lim
x→∞
C2(x, t) = 0, (14)
where C1(x, t) is the concentration of the parent species and C2(x, t) is the con-209
centration of the daughter species. The retardation factor, R ≥ 1, represents a210
linear equilibrium sorption reaction [33], k1 is the reaction rate describing the211
decay of C1(x, t) and k2 is the reaction rate describing the decay of C2(x, t).212
We take the Laplace transforms of Equation (14), where we denote F1(x; s) =213
L{C1(x, t)} and F2(x; s) = L{C2(x, t)}. This leads to214
D
d2F1
dx2
− v
dF1
dx
− (k1 +Rs)F1(x; s) = −Rh1(x), 0 < x <∞,
F1(0; s) =
h1(0)
s
, lim
x→∞
F1(x; s) = 0,
D
d2F2
dx2
− v
dF2
dx
− (k2 + s)F2(x; s) = −k1F1(x; s)− h2(x), 0 < x <∞,
F2(0; s) =
h2(0)
s
, lim
x→∞
F2(x; s) = 0. (15)
The solution of these coupled ordinary differential equations will depend on the215
initial conditions h1(x) and h2(x). To make progress we will consider particular216
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forms for these initial conditions and discuss how our approach can be used for217
alternative choices for these functions later. For the purposes of this example218
we consider h1(x) = axe
−bx and h2(x) = 0, with a > 0 and b > 0. This initial219
condition could represent an initial plume of C1(x, t) within the domain and220
no C2(x, t) within the domain at t = 0. For these initial conditions the exact221
solution of Equation (15) is given by222
F1(x; s) =
aR(v + 2Db)
α2
(
em1x − e−bx
)
−
aR xe−bx
α
,
F2(x; s) =
aRk1(v + 2Db)(α + β)
α2β2
(
e−bx − em2x
)
+
aRk1
αβ
xe−bx
−
aRk1(v + 2Db)
α2(α− β)
(em2x − em1x) , (16)
where m1 = [v −
√
v2 + 4D(sR+ k1)]/2D, m2 = [v −
√
v2 + 4D(s+ k2)]/2D,223
α = Db2 + vb − sR − k1, β = Db
2 + vb − s − k2 and s > −k1/R, s > −k2.224
At this stage, a traditional approach to solving this problem [1,3,26,28] would225
be to calculate the inverse Laplace transform of Equation (16) to find an226
exact expression for C1(x, t) and C2(x, t). Similar to the single species problem227
in Section 3, we find that the inverse transform cannot be obtained using228
mathematical tables or Maple.229
Combining our expression for F1(x; s) with Equation (6) and Equation (7) al-230
lows us to calculate a power series expression for C1(x, t). Similarly, combining231
our expression for F2(x; s) with Equation (6) and Equation (7) allows us to232
calculate a power series expression for C2(x, t). While the algebra for this pro-233
cedure is slightly more complicated than the example presented in Section 3,234
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the process is, in principle, exactly the same and we present a Maple worksheet235
as supplementary material to illustrate how this process can be automated.236
The first few terms in these power series are given by237
C1(x, t) = axe
−bx +
axφ1 − aψ
R
e−bxt+
aφ1(xφ1 − 2ψ)
2R2
e−bxt2 +O(t3), (17)
C2(x, t) = axk1e
−bxt+
ak1(xRφ2+xφ1−(1+R)ψ)
2R
e−bxt2 +O(t3), (18)
where φ1 = Db
2 + vb − k1, φ2 = Db
2 + vb − k2 and ψ = v + 2Db. A more238
finely truncated power series, up to O(t10), for both species, is given in the239
supplementary material.240
To explore how the truncated power series solution performs for this coupled241
problem we compare it with a numerical solution of Equation (14) in Figure242
2. The numerical solution is obtained using the same procedure outlined in243
Section 3. The comparison between the power series solution and the numerical244
solution in Figure 2 is excellent.245
Figure 2 about here246
Although we have presented detailed results for h1(x) = axe
−bx and h2(x) = 0,247
with a > 0 and b > 0, our approach is also valid for other choices of h1(x)248
and h2(x). In particular, our approach is relevant for any smooth choice of249
h1(x) and h2(x) provided that we can solve Equation (15) to give an explicit250
solution for F1(x; s) and F2(x; s).251
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5 Discussion and Conclusions252
Exact analytical solutions of pde models describing the transport and reaction253
of dissolved solutes in saturated porous media can help inform our understand-254
ing of contaminant fate and transport processes. Previous analytical solutions255
have been obtained using integral transform techniques which are limited in256
the sense that the choice of initial condition has a major impact on whether or257
not the inverse transform can be computed exactly. For this reason, previous258
studies [3,15,22,23] have focused on relatively simple constant or exponentially259
decaying initial conditions. Unfortunately, these initial conditions are not al-260
ways practical. For example, if we consider the situation where we wish to261
model the transport and reaction of an established plume of solute within the262
domain where the shape of the initial plume is neither spatially constant or263
exponentially decaying, none of these previously described models can be used264
to accurately represent this initial condition.265
In this work we have introduced an alternative method for evaluating the266
inverse of a Laplace transform which generates a power series solution. We267
apply the technique to both a single species and coupled multispecies reactive268
transport model in one-dimension. In particular, we focus on initial condi-269
tions that represent a pre-existing distribution of solute in the domain that270
cannot be represented by previous analytical solutions [3,15,22,23]. Using our271
technique we obtain a truncated power series solution that compares very272
16
well with a numerical solution of the governing pde. In addition to provid-273
ing the key mathematical steps in this manuscript, we also provide symbolic274
software algorithms as supplementary material to show how the procedure for275
calculating additional terms in the power series can be automated. To keep276
this manuscript as brief as possible we implemented our method for prob-277
lems with one and two species only; however, our method can also deal with278
coupled problems with more than two species by following the same proce-279
dure outlined in Section 4 and then applying Equation (6) separately for each280
additional species.281
The main limitation of our approach is that we assume that the solution of282
the governing equation is sufficiently smooth. This means that our method283
can not be used for problems where the solution of the model, the initial284
conditions or the boundary conditions are not smooth. For these cases where285
a Maclaurin series representation of the solution is not possible, a different286
solution technique is required.287
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Figure Captions381
Figure 1382
Solutions of Equation (10) in (a)–(b) for D = 0.5, v = 0.2, k = 0.05, (c)–(d)383
for D = 0.5, v = 10, k = 0 and (e)–(f) for D = 0.5, v = 10, k = 0.05. All384
results correspond to a = 2 and b = 0.0025. Solutions are shown at t = 0, 20385
and 40, with the arrow showing the direction of increasing t. The power series386
solution, truncated after I = 50 terms, is shown in the dashed (red) curves.387
A numerical solution of Equation (10), obtained with δx = 0.1 and δt = 0.05388
on the truncated domain 0 < x < 10000, is shown in the solid (blue) curves.389
Results in (b), (d) and (f) show ǫ = |Cseries(x, t) − Cnumerical(x, t)|, where the390
subscript refers to either the power series solution or the numerical solution.391
All plots of ǫ show results at t = 20 and 40 with the arrow showing the392
direction of increasing t.393
Figure 2394
Solution of Equation (14) with R = 2, D = 0.5, v = 0.2, k1 = 0.05, k2 = 0.01,395
a = 2 and b = 0.0025. Solutions in (a) correspond to C1(x, t) while solutions in396
(c) correspond to C2(x, t). Both the C1(x, t) and C2(x, t) solutions are shown397
at t = 0, 20 and 40, with the arrow showing the direction of increasing t.398
The power series solution, truncated after I = 50 terms, is shown in the399
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dashed (red) curves. A numerical solution of Equation (14), obtained with400
δx = 0.1 and δt = 0.05 on the truncated domain 0 < x < 10000, is shown401
in the solid (blue) curves in (a) and (c). Results in (b) and (d) show ǫ =402
|Cseries(x, t) − Cnumerical(x, t)|, where the subscript refers to either the power403
series solution or the numerical solution. All plots of ǫ show results at t = 20404
and 40 with the arrow showing the direction of increasing t.405
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Fig. 1. Solutions of Equation (10) in (a)–(b) for D = 0.5, v = 0.2, k = 0.05, (c)–(d)
for D = 0.5, v = 10, k = 0 and (e)–(f) for D = 0.5, v = 10, k = 0.05. All results
correspond to a = 2 and b = 0.0025. Solutions are shown at t = 0, 20 and 40, with
the arrow showing the direction of increasing t. The power series solution, truncated
after I = 50 terms, is shown in the dashed (red) curves. A numerical solution of
Equation (10), obtained with δx = 0.1 and δt = 0.05 on the truncated domain
0 < x < 10000, is shown in the solid (blue) curves. Results in (b), (d) and (f) show
ǫ = |Cseries(x, t) − Cnumerical(x, t)|, where the subscript refers to either the power
series solution or the numerical solution. All plots of ǫ show results at t = 20 and
40 with the arrow showing the direction of increasing t.
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Fig. 2. Solution of Equation (14) with R = 2, D = 0.5, v = 0.2, k1 = 0.05, k2 = 0.01,
a = 2 and b = 0.0025. Solutions in (a) correspond to C1(x, t) while solutions in
(c) correspond to C2(x, t). Both the C1(x, t) and C2(x, t) solutions are shown at
t = 0, 20 and 40, with the arrow showing the direction of increasing t. The power
series solution, truncated after I = 50 terms, is shown in the dashed (red) curves.
A numerical solution of Equation (14), obtained with δx = 0.1 and δt = 0.05 on the
truncated domain 0 < x < 10000, is shown in the solid (blue) curves in (a) and (c).
Results in (b) and (d) show ǫ = |Cseries(x, t)− Cnumerical(x, t)|, where the subscript
refers to either the power series solution or the numerical solution. All plots of ǫ
show results at t = 20 and 40 with the arrow showing the direction of increasing t.
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